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• Overview of Inflation and intro to the Genetic Algorithms (GA)

• Our methodology and the pipeline

• Slow-roll potential reconstructions

• Beyond slow-roll and searches for oscillatory features 

• Conclusions



The Big Bang theory is very successful, but there are a few problems:

1) Horizon problem: why is the Universe homogeneous?

2) Flatness problem: why is the Universe flat?

3) Monopole problem: what happened to the monopoles?

4) Origin of large scale structure: what was the seed of LSS?

These can be addressed with a phase of accelerated expansion, aka

Inflation, at very early times!



Viable inflationary models must:

1) Solve “classical” problems (horizon, flatness, monopoles) etc.

2) End before radiation era and be followed by reheating to create particles.

3) Set the initial conditions for the Large Scale Structure of the Universe.

4) Make unique & testable predictions.

5) Be motivated from high-energy physics, e.g. quantum gravity etc.

Simplest toy model: single field, slow-roll inflation! 



1) A generic potential that satisfies previous constraints

2) Slow rolling………..

  



3) Single-field slow-rolling inflation theory predictions (background+spectrum):

  



4) A simple f(R) model

5) Slow roll observables (ns, r):

Alexei A. Starobinsky 1982



Planck 2018, arXiv: 1807.06211 



         Plethora of inflation models developed in the last 30+ years!!
Planck 2018, 
arXiv: 1807.06211 



  

Main problems:

1) Can only test a limited number models (there practically infinite 
number of theories, impossible to test everything).

2) Model bias: interpretation of the results depends on chosen 
models+assumptions, e.g. using a nearly flat spectrum to find 
ns=0.967 is a very model-dependent statement! 

Is there any solution? 

i) Use theory and do exhaustive search … → (top-down)

ii) Use a machine learning approach... → (bottom-up) 



  



  

Interesting for cosmology:
Discover the properties of 
Inflation, Dark Energy etc

Interesting for astronomy:
Classification of 
spectra, galaxies, GWs etc

Focus on particular 
Machine Learning approach,
the Genetic Algorithms (GA)





Both do stochastic (i.e. random) optimization. In MCMC:

In the GA there are no parameters X1, X2 but instead there are functions, so

it’s difficult to visualize the functional space! In a nutshell:

  MCMC                 GA
parameters   →  functions

best-fit (point)   →  best-fit (function)

confidence contours  →  error regions



  

Group of random 

candidate solutions.

Measure of 

how well it

fits the data

Really cool 

figures of the 

paper!

Make it so!

S. Nesseris et al, arXiv: 0903.2805, 
1205.0364, 1910.01529, 2001.11420 etc



  

2)    Mutation:

Reproduction can be done in two ways:

1)   Crossover:



A. Kamerkar, L. Pinol and S. Nesseris. 
arXiv: 2211.14142Goals:

1) Use the GA to reconstruct inflationary potential directly from the CMB data in 
the observable window. Project is proof of concept and already too complicated, 
so start easy:

      i) Assume single scalar field inflation, expand later (multi-field inflation etc).  

      ii) Use a prior (e.g. Starobinsky) and search around that, later do prior-agnostic search.

      iii) Use Planck 2018 CMB data, then expand to Bicep-Keck etc.

      iv) Focus on inflationary physics, all other params (Ωm etc) fixed to Planck best-fit.

      v) Use primordial module of CLASS, later expand to other codes.

      vi) Run several chains with different random seeds to get good statistics.

2) Perform searches for oscillatory features in the potential motivated by e.g. axion 
monodromy models etc. Also test for over-fitting!





1) Quadratic prior, poly grammar & (binned) Planck data (plikTTTEEE+lowl+lowE):

2) Convergence and best-fit:



1) Starobinsky prior, poly grammar and (binned) Planck data:

2) Convergence and best-fit:



1) Starobinsky prior, trig grammar and unbinned Planck data (for feature searches!):

2) Convergence and best-fit: Overfitting????



3) Find oscillation frequencies (e.g. related to axion decay constants f):

Peiris et al, arXiv:1303.2616



4) Distribution of the axion decay constants f, from the 68.3% best of all functions 
at the last generation, across all random seeds:



5) The potential oscillations are also induced on the power spectrum:

Multimodal distribution of frequencies!

Pinol et al, arXiv: 2210.07028





6) Check the residuals of the CMB spectra against the GA-prior



7) Check the residuals of the CMB spectra against the GA-prior (high multipoles)





1) Proof of concept work (2211.14142): 
  i) ML-GA reconstruction of single-field inflation,
  ii) Searches for oscillatory features
       (motivated by axion models)

2) Findings:
  i) Vast improvement over quadratic potential, but 
   Starobinsky model is robust (with binned data)!
  ii) Best improvement upon slow-roll inflation & Planck 18 unbinned data!
  iii) Support for multimodal frequency distribution of oscillatory features!
  iv) No overfitting as witnessed via the CMB residuals.

3) Future goals: extend to multi-field models, use more robust 
    primordial module, more general reconstructions, other data etc.

4) Publish “GATO” (=Genetic Algorithm TOolkit). Coming soon!  







1) The GA is a stochastic optimization and regression machine 
learning approach, not very different from a Monte Carlo (MCMC).

2) Main difference with MCMC is that the model itself is evolving as 
the code runs, as we are instead exploring the functional space!

3) It’s not biased by a priori selected models (ΛCDM?) or other 
assumptions (flatness?), as the goal is the model itself.

4) Strong mathematical foundations with several rigorous theorems on 
convergence, selection etc (see wikipedia…)

5) Well tested and simple to implement, but requires a bit of CPU 
power. 



  

In GAs there are two possible methods:

1) Roulette wheel selection ( the selection 

probability is proportional to the fitness )

2)     Tournament selection            
(find best individual)

widely used method, but…

a suboptimal solution  may

dominate the mating pool

premature convergence…

easy to implement

in line with natural selection

premature convergence avoided



  

1) Define a likelihood similarly to parametric approach :

                                                               GA 

2) Normalize the likelihood by integrating over all functions, i.e. do a 

“path integral” (in parametric approach one integrates over all params)

                                                                 GA 

S. Nesseris et al, arXiv: 
1205.0364,1210.7652



  

3) Find the confidence interval by integrating around the best-fit ±1σ 

S. Nesseris et al, arXiv: 1205.0364

4) 1σ error region for              : 

5) Generalize for correlated data: 



  

S. Nesseris et al, arXiv: 1205.0364



  

Make some mock data, based on a model...

https://github.com/snesseris/Genetic-Algorithms



  

Results:

Real model: a+(x-b) Exp[-c x^2], (a,b,c)=(0.25,0.25,0.5)

Best-fit (a,b,c) =(0.189,0.177,0.458), χ^2=31.8 or χ^2/dof=1.025

Best-fit from the GA                     ,  χ^2=30.76 or χ^2/dof=0.992!!!

The GA performs equally well as the real model!
No assumptions, e.g. there’s a maximum etc.

Very good description of the data, but what about the errors???
   Ask me after the talk!
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